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This will allow you to tow your golf cart. Almost all golf carts have a Run-Tow switch that helps
to switch the cart from Run mode to Tow mode and vice versa. The cart must be set to Tow
mode when it cannot move with its power. Your EZGO golf cart is operated in this mode when it
has to be pushed or pulled to get moving. The ideal size for the trailer used to a tow a EZGO golf
cart has a size of 5 to 10 feet. The trailer and golf cart must face the same direction. You can tow
a golf cart with a roof safely at a speed of 60 to 70 mph. Strapping the top of the roof to keep it
in place can help you to tow the cart without having to worry about the roof. The windshield of
the cart may tend to snap off during the towing process. However, you can prevent this by just
folding down the windshield when you transport the cart. Modern golf carts support this option.
Alternatively, you can remove the windshield and put it back in place once you reach your
destination. Golf carts can be used for towing when you have to haul small items between two
places. Often, the towing capacity of a golf cart is close to 1, pounds. Your golf cart manual will
give you an idea of how much your golf cart is capable of towing. Although gas golf carts have
more power than their electric counterparts, these carts often cannot pull more weight than
electric carts. However, there are a few exceptions and such gas golf carts are designed to tow
heavy items. These carts can tow up to 10, pounds easily without encountering any problem.
The toggle switch is usually protected with a black cover above it. In some cases, the switch
may be in the J3 plug present on the controller and is plugged inside the wiring harness. You
can seek the assistance of a professional mechanic to interpret this diagram rather than make a
mistake due to incorrect wiring. In a Fairplay that uses a Kinetek controller, the tow side of the
switch has a wire on the top with a 31 tagging and a wire at the bottom with a 32 tagging. On the
Run side, there is a wire with a 0 tagging at the top and the bottom wire has no tagging. All the
wires are black. The wiring diagram on the website of the Kinetic controller indicates that both
the wires on the run side are spliced together and connected to the 10A diode. One wire in the
Tow side is connected to the controller through the J terminal while the other wire is split into
two and connected to the controller through the J and J terminals. The following are some
common problems encountered with EZGO Tow switches and what you can do to troubleshoot
them. Remove the wire connections from the switch and try running the golf cart. However, if
the cart continues to run, you have a problem with the wiring harness. As a safety measure, you
can remove the negative cable from the battery pack. Allow the controller to get discharged by
waiting for five minutes. Remove one of the wires from the switch and ensure that you tape it for
insulation. Reconnect the negative cable and test the cart. In other words, it has turned around
inside its cover. You can do one of the following steps to solve the problem. The switch can be
in Run position when charging the golf cart. This prevents damage to the controller in case of
unexpected power surges when the cart is getting charged. Remove the switch cover and turn
the switch at an angle of degrees. Put the cover back in place. Alternatively, you can just place
two strips of duct tape over the cover and use them to label the new positions of the switch.
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We have over 4, EZGO golf cart parts categorized by make, model and year to make your life
easier. Not only do we have the parts, but we also have a large amount of EZGO golf cart parts
manuals. Other online part sellers make you purchase the manual itself. At CartPros, we believe
the more informed you are about your golf cart and purchase, the better off you and your
vehicle will be. Well, for technical purposes, it is E-Z-GO, however the name of the manufacturer
is actually Textron. They were one of the original golf cart manufacturers since the s, and their
main competitor is Club Car. In addition, they also manufacture Cushman utility vehicles as
well. Whether you have an electric or gas EZGO, the suspension, body, and braking system
stays relatively the same. The powertrain changes though. Overall, the most common
replacement parts are brake shoes, brake drums, bearings, leaf springs, wheel hubs, and tires.
On your EZGO electric golf cart, the most common parts for replacement outside of the
suspension system is your motor and controller. These can be tricky to diagnose and
troubleshoot in case you are having issues. Be extremely careful if you decide to work on it
yourself. We forgot to mention golf cart batteries as well. Primarily because we do not sell lead
acid batteries here at CartPros. To understand more on batteries, we recommend you go to Golf
Cart Resource to learn more about golf cart batteries. On your EZGO gas golf cart, the most
common parts for replacement outside of the suspension system are smaller parts such as the
air filters, fuel filters, spark plus, and belts. Outside of these wear and parts, other often
replaceable parts are the starter generator and clutch assemblies. So, now that we are familiar
with the manufacturer a bit, we can discuss all the Textron parts you need and how CartPros is
going to help. Now, Textron does have their own system that you can buy parts from called
shopezgo, however the prices are a bit high. At CartPros, we will continuously work hard to
improve your purchasing experience and get your parts on you doorstep as fast as possible.
Our CartFiT technology will allow you to sort through by make and model. If you are unsure of
which model you have, then no worries, we have a simple tool that will allow you to select your
model EZGO based
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on its picture. From golf cart seat covers to golf cart lift kits and wheels. We even have some
awesome light kits that can be installed by you as well. Find the right accessory to spruce up
your cart today. If you are having trouble finding the parts you need near you, then CartPros is
here to help. Most of our parts are in stock and ship within 24 hours. Upon shipment, you will
receive a tracking number so you know when your part will arrive. Most of our shipments take
only 2 days to arrive within the continental US. Time to forget waiting for your dealer to give you
a call back or wait for them to get it in stock. CartPros is here to get your cart moving again.
Sign In. To understand more on batteries, we recommend you go to Golf Cart Resource to learn
more about golf cart batteries On your EZGO gas golf cart, the most common parts for
replacement outside of the suspension system are smaller parts such as the air filters, fuel
filters, spark plus, and belts. Ball Joint Socket Set Of

